Every Child a Reader — November 2021

5 ways to celebrate traditions and culture

Families, teachers, and other caregivers play an important role in helping children develop a foundation of belonging and acceptance. Try these 5 ways to teach children about their own traditions, as well as others.

5 tips

Storytime with the author!
A bilingual Portland Book Festival event

Native Story Hour
With Karen Kitchen

Join us
For Black Storytime

Holiday activities
For kids with vision impairment
Honoring family traditions helps kids self-esteem

Learn the importance of family holidays and traditions and why some early childhood centers are embracing them. Traditions and celebrations aren’t only about the holidays. Families have non-holiday rituals that are unique to them and their culture.

Learn more

Holiday learning traditions

Holidays are a time for traditions and family fun. Start meaningful traditions with children 0-5, while their brain’s growth and flexibility is at its best. Create bonding experiences that will be remembered as special, year after year.
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